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Welcome

Thank you for using our SkiAlp-Pro software.
We hope this product will give you complete satisfaction.

This document is established by referring to version 7.0.08 with local configuration France 

1 - Configuration to use SkiAlp-Pro

A desktop or a laptop with :
Windows 10, updates must be made
Automatic update procedures must be disabled.
We recommend disabling the Laptop standby.
We advise not to have antivirus or firewall installed.
Microprocessor: Intel I3, I5 or I7.
Monitor: HD resolution 1920 x 1080 recommended.
RAM: 4 GB minimum.
250 GB SSD hard drive recommended.
USB port available for the dongle (protection key)
Video Card: Nvidia GTX xx50 minimum supporting Open GL.
A coded dongle for the version of SkiAlp-Pro you are using 

2 - Installation of the software

The latest version of SkiAlp-Pro is available for download from the website: www.vola.fr Timing section 

The downloaded file is an installation executable named : SkiAlp-Pro-X.Y.ZZ-Pak.exe .
You must run SkiAlp-Pro-x.y.zz-Pak.exe from your Windows desktop.
Then validate the installation conditions and follow the instructions.
We recommend that you use the default installation folder.
This version is immediately usable in limited demonstration mode.
At the end of the installation an icon is created on your Windows desktop

.

3 -  USB protection key (dongle)

A dongle is a USB device that protects software against fraudulent copies.
It looks like a USB key but it only memorizes the codes of uses of the software.

The dongle must be installed on the computer where you are running SkiAlp-Pro
The dongle requires to install a Driver on your laptop.

The installation of the Driver is done from SkiAlp-Pro, , Hardware protection key.

To the left of Protection key there is a round,
                     Green means that the driver is correctly installed.

 Red means that you have to install the   Driver  in clicking the button  Driver  and follow the instructions.
If you have not purchased the software, you do not have a properly coded Dongle.
SkiAlp-Pro then works in demonstration mode limited to the management of 20 pulses.
In limited mode the title at the top left of the windows is SkiAlp Pro (version x.y.zz Demo).



4 – Control of the versions

SkiAlp-Pro's usage permissions are stored as codes in a dongle.
Each software is associated with a version number of the form version x.y.zz.
According changes of regulations or functionalities we carry out updates.
The last update is available on the website www.vola.fr.

Compared to the version in your possession :
If the numbers zz are different :

You can download and use it for free update
If the number Y changes :

You can download it and use it for free
You can not use the files of your previously created races

If the number X is different :
To replace your version with this update, you must purchase an update
You must send a request to sales@vola-racing.ch or to vola@vola.fr
On request we must provide a Code

To know this code, you must go to   ,  and Hardware protection key.

Then click on  at the end of the line  .

Note this displayed  Code  ,  iit will allow us after payment of the purchase to generate you the  password .
This password must be entered in the corresponding box.
The dongle will have to be connected to a USB port.
After entering, the program will save the  password  in the dongle.
With this update, you can not use the files of your previously created races

The information on the codes contained on your dongle are available by going to , Hardware protection key.

 The dongle contains the program code for a previous x version.
SkiAlp-Pro works in 'Demo' mode.
To use the program you must purchase an update 

  The dongle does not contain code for the corresponding program.
To use the program you must buy a license and possibly a dongle.
SkiAlp-Pro works in 'Demo' mode

If you bought the license, check that:
You have connected the dongle.
You have installed the driver. 



5 -  Configuration

Folders

Events Folder defines the folder where the files of your events are stored.
We recommend leaving the default folder

Config Files Folder defines where the configuration files created by the user are stored
Display scenarios, print configurations ...
We recommend leaving the default folder.

 Network 
 SkiAlp-Pro allows you to network with other software, for example Display-SkiAlp-Pro

 Share the event folder , share event folder without using Windows procedures.

 Share without password , deletes a possible password for access.

 BMP files for  nations (optional)  
SkiAlp-Pro can associate the flag of his nation with a competitor.

 Folder  : defines where are stored the nation flags.

 Download our flags ,  we put on a server the flags of many nations

With this button, download the flags (flag only, or flag + text nation)

I You must then include the images of the desired flags in the Folder defined above

National Regulations

 Regulation , you enter here the parameters specific to each nation
 National Initials  and  Federation initials   are defined according to the chosen nation

Mode

The above bullet :  green or  red,  visualize if the dongle is correctly installed and if all functionalities 
are available. 

 If the disc is red, the dongle is not properly coded or connected.
You have access to the following features

The middle bullet blue, or  grey.
Without connected dongle you are in mode   Management .
This mode allows for all functions except the access to the timing mode.
This mode is used when you want to make the timing on a laptop and manage the event on 

another networked laptop.

The lower bullet grey, or   blue. 
Without connected dongle you are in demo mode  .
This mode will familiarize you with SkiAlp-Pro.
All the functions of SkiAlp-Pro are available.
This mode is limited to the management of 20 time of days. (10 start, 10 finishes)

Timing device

Skialp-Pro allows to manage an event with two connected timers.
For example a  timer for starts and finishes and another one for the intermediate times

Timing device 1 and Timing device 2 are configured in the same way.
Click on Timing device 1



 Type  :  choose the brand and type of timer used

 Port  Check port for Serial RS232 communication and enter the port number.

 USB  check if you connect the timer in USB by specifying the name given by Windows to the connection 

 IP   check for an Ethernet connection, you must specify the IP address of the timer. 

 Parameters  oopens a window for entering additional information for certain timers 

 Test Timing device   Allows you to view the correct transfer of timing data to the laptop.
Give impulses on the stopwatch.
If your timing device is correctly configured in SkiAlp-Pro, the timing data must be displayed

 Channels 

Define the positioning of the sensors (gate, cells) on the track for the different types of events

in Example : 
An event in  Time Measurement  with following desired measures : Start (start gate), Inter & Speed (2 
photocells) - Finish (photocell).

    Scheme of the installation 



The configuration to be entered :

Start gate  Start  : Timing channel 1,
Photocell  Speed 1   : Timing channel 2, 
You can acquire up to 9 speeds, in our example , this speed will be Speed 1.
By convention, the calculation of a speed is done between a first activated   Speed X  and a 
second photocell  Inter X.
Photocell  Inter1 : Timing channel 3,
Photocell   Finish  : Timing channel 4;

You can assign up to 4   Sounds

 Sounds  : For each  Sound  you can assigne a timing channel.

 File  : For each sound you associate a wave file to be played.

 Save   saves a file containing the entries in this window

 Load  restores a previously saved configuration

 Transponder cross reference table 
SkiAlp-Pro can work with transponders.
This table links a transponder number to a more simple number.
This  more simple number facilitates the distribution of bibs.
This table can be entered manually or by importing from a spreadsheet.

Display Board

Display Board 1 or Display Board 2
Skialp-Pro can control two displays simultaneously and independently.
The Scoreboard 1 and Scoreboard 2 displays are configured in the same way.
Click on Scoreboard 1.



 Display Board 

 Type  :  You define the make and model of the scoreboard used

 Port  : Check port for Serial RS232 communication and enter the port number.

 IP  :  check for an Ethernet connection, you must specify the IP address of the timer

 Parameters  allows you to configure the internal setup of some displays.

 Test Scoreboard  transmits data to the scoreboard in order to test the good 
funtionning of the connection.
The sending of the data concerns only the lines identified from 1 to 10.

 Display 

Choose your type of race by clicking on one of the tabs 'Time measurement', 'Speed 
measurement', 'parallel' ...

You will define a scenario to display the information according to your choices and 
according to the event  

This part allows you great possibilities of presenting your timing data but requires r
eflection and work.

A scenario consists of stackable lines (similar to layers).

With the buttons :  
            

 New   create a new line.

 Modify  you have the possibility to modify a line already created

 Delete  delete a line

 Back  go down a line in the background like a layer.

 Front  go up a line to the foreground like a layer.

To understand the creation of a scenario, we advise you to open SkiAlp-Pro.

Go to ,  Display Board 1 .
Select  Type  : Vola Scoreboard-Pro, IP : 127.0,0,1,
Load the default scenario.

  Look at :
In the tabe   Time Measurement : the scenarion of the competitor on course.
In clicking on  Rankings  : the display scenario of the ranking in clicking on each line 

one after the other.



 Position 

Line  :  corresponds to the ID number of the line

 Start Character  : is the position of the first character to be displayed in the 
transmitted string
 This parameter is used to display a long string of characters as first and last name on
2 displays
 End Character  : is the position of the last character to be displayed in the transmitted
string

Alignment : corresponds to the justification of the line of text.

Information to display

Type  : list of the displayable variables.

 N° (1-3)  : This entry can take numbers from 1 to 3.

The easiest is to take once again an example :
You selected  Type  : Time of competitor on course / time at finish
 N° (1-3)  = 1, you display the next one to be expected at the finish.
 N° (1-3)  = 2, you display the one who is one course after the one expected

at the finish.

Options

 Competitor field  : for certain  Types  of variables this choice is accessible : i.e.: 
Event     : after a finish.
As soon as the competitor crosses the finish line you can choose to display a 
proposed variable.

 Prefix  : you can define to to display a variable text before a competitor field.     

  Suffix  : Same as above but after the competitor field

 Start character  : defines the first carachter of the variable to be displayed.

 Display lock time 

 Début  : defines after how many seconds after the variable, the displaying will start.

 Length of display time  : defines how many seconds the displaying whill last 
Language

SkiAlp-Pro is a multi-language software you can choose a language from the proposed list.
Click on your choice  Français ,  English ,  Deutsch  ....

Edit   a language file
 SkiAlp-Pro is not translated into all languages.
SkiAlp-Pro gives you the ability to correct and even create a language file

We thank very much the people who helped us at this stage.You will find their names and contacts in  
 About ...



 Apply  : With one click you validate the use of a User langage file created or modified.
One click must be made on this button to validate the modifications made to the file User.

 Destination file    : visualise the name of the backup file c:\SkiAlp-Pro\user.slg 

 Search for a message (F3=next)  : allows to search a text in the column  Original message .

 Original message 
In this column are grouped all the texts used in SkiAlp-Pro.
This column serves as a reference during a translation.
You can pre-populate this column with a language file

 Translated message 

You can pre-fill this column with the texts provided from a language file or from your User file 
, load empty message from a file : allows to pre-fill the column  Translated message  with an 

existing language file.
With a double click each variable can be modified.
The option  Apply  saves the file User and you can then use it.

    

, Delete ALL Messages : deletes all texts of the column  Translated message .

For the languages that are not integrated in SkiAlp-Pro, we have the possibility to integrate them definitely
in the software. 
Take contact with us .

Publication Publish-SkiAlp-Pro

SkiAlp-Pro has interface software with Vola Publish-SkiAlp-Pro software.
When printing, you can choose to send the corresponding PDFs at the same time to a dedicated website.
When subscribing to this service, we provide a username and password.
These are intended to be entered in this window.
Take contact with us.



6 - Downloads

Under this menu are grouped the downloads of files useful to SkiAlp-Pro.
Download may vary according to the federations.

List choice :  you will find in this window the files that it is possible to download with SkiAlp-Pro.

This list will depend on the nation that you have selected in , national regulations.

But you may visualize all downloable files in SkiAlp-Pro in checking  .
With one click, highlight a line corresponding to a file.
If a file has already been downloaded and with a double click on the line, you will see the data of the concerned list

 Update   Allows to update a list previously downloaded.
Click on this button.

The appearance of this window changes depending on the selected file. 

 Federation files directory 
The software proposes a folder where to store the imported files.
We recommend that you use the default installation folder.

 
 Internet 

 Search for the last list  Searches for the latest version of this file  (you have to be connected to Internet)

List Number : Displays the list number of the latest list found with  Search for the last list .
       Impose a list number to be downloaded with  Download this list .

 Download this list  Launches the download of the selected file. The download time can be long .
 Ok   ends by saving the file data in SkiAlp-Pro



7 - Manage events

SkiAlp-Pro keeps track of the records of your events.
You find here the list of your events.
In the window below we only have one event already created. 

Open : causes the list of events contained in the SkiAlp-Pro folder to be displayed
This action is only possible if there are no open events.

In the above picture we notice that the event 1 has already been created and that the events from 2 to 10 are free (N.C.)

By double clicking on event 1 you activate this race to work with.

 In the same way by double clicking on event 2 (N.C.) you enter the procedure of creating a new race

Event Type 
The above window corresponds to the choice of national regulations Switzerland

You must choose the parameters corresponding to your event.
For Giant, Slalom and Practice events all settings are in the window above
For the following disciplines, the button  Parameters …  is active.

Downhill Check if it is a training run 
Enter un number to identifiy the training run.

Super G Check if it is a training run 
Enter un number to identifiy the training run.

Alpine combined Enter the number of the speed run in this combined event.
Select if the speed run is a Downhill or a Super G.

Parallel (Qualifications) Tracks : define how are positionned the blue and red tracks.



Parallel Tracks : define how are positionned the blue and red tracks.
Small Final : Select if the event includes a small final.
 Timing – Serie 
Number of runs : Enter how many runs (1,2 ou 3) take place for each serie.
Record net times : Are the net times of each run calculated ?.
Maximum gap for the first run: Maximum gap applied between the competitors for 1st run
Maximum gap for all runs : Check if the maximum gap entered is valid for all runs.
 Qualifying Event 
... : opens a window allowing to select the qualifying event.
Which field is used to denote competitors ? : Generally it is the code.
.        This parameter defines the common identifier between the qualifying event and the event
 Final Ranking 
Decide between status :  
.         None : All competitors are in the final ranking 
.         Did not Start : the DNS competitors will be last in the final ranking
.         DNF, DSQ, DNS : will be in this order at the end of the final ranking
Decide between tie : choos how you want to rank the ties
.        None : The ties remain tied
.        Time / Serie : The ranking of the ties will be made according the time of the series.
.        Time / Qualification : The ranking of the ties will be made according time of the qualification
Only the last run counts : In the events the start is not simultaneous.
.         The start takes into account the delay of a competitor in the previous heat. 
.         In this case the first competitor to cross the finish line is the winner of the round.
.         The final ranking is then the one of the last round.

Team Parallel Event Tracks :  define how are positionned the blue and red tracks
Small Final : check if this event includes a small final.
 Timing - Serie 
Maximum gap for the first run : Maximum gap applied between competitors.
Maximum gap for all runs: The maximum gap entered is applied for all runs.

 Timing Precision  : Timing devices can give hours of passage with a high resolution: 1/1000, 1/10000 ...
Thanks to this and according to the regulations the software calculates the net times of the competitors.
The net times are calculated by the software keeping the maximum accuracy.
The net times of a competitor are determined at the end of the calculations taking into account this selected precision

 Speed Precision  : There are two types of speeds .

 Instantaneous  : It is in example a speed at an intermediate point.
You define the precision of the speed to be displayed.

 Average : It is i. e a speed calculated between start and finish of a track. 
 You define the precision of the speed to be displayed

 Final Ranking: This section is accessible only for certain type of events

Type : For  Downhill, Super G, Giant, Slalom, Alpine Combined , Parallel (Qualif)
Select the type of ranking that you wish.

 Runs taken into consideration  for  Downhill, Super G, Giant, Slalom, Alpine Combined , Parallel (Qualif)
With SkiAlp-Pro you can do an event with max 9 runs.
For the final ranking you may wish to retain only certain runs.
You select these runs in checking them

Number of transits taken into consideratin : for Practise only .
In Practise each competitor can do several transits in the same run.

 The ranking is made according to the minimum number of transits that you entered.

Type : for Practise only  
You select the type of ranking that you wish : 

Total of x best transits.
Maximum gap between x best transits   in this case you the most regular competitor will be ranked 
first



The General Parameters window will then appear.

 Titles  : The following texts are printed in the header on the edited documents .

 Title  :  you have two lines of text to enter the name of your event
This title can be printed on the edits

 Discipline  : Two lines of texts are also to enter to define your test.
This title can be printed on the editions

 Foot of page   : This is to enter the elements of the footsteps of the editions..

 Date  :  It is imperative to indicate the date of the event

 Location  : You can optionally enter the station or the event

 Nation  :  designate the country

 Organization  :  possibly enter the club or assiociation

Region   : Possibliy enter the comitee

 Use freeform header  : checking a text space will be available instead of a pre formatted header

 FIS   

 Codex  : enter the codex number of your event.
This codex is provided by your federation of the FIS

 Publication on the Internet (Print-Pro)  : By subscribing to a subscription, Vola will provide you with a dedicated internet 
space.
On this site, you can store:
. All your events
. PDF documents attached to each event.
. These PDFs are available on the internet.
 Send result to the Internet  : checking this you validate the internet storage of your event.
You must, after editing your documents, validate the sending of the documents  to your internet space 

 Location Selection  :  allows you to manage your storage space for your event on your internet space.

Valiate this window, your event is now created and open.



Duplicate :  
Opens the selection window for the event to be duplicated
This action is only possible if there are no open trials.
Click on the line you want and validate.
The window for selecting the storage location opens.
Click on the line to use and validate

Save: 
Allows you to make a backup copy of the files of an event.
This action is only possible if there are no open event.
You can use this backup to load your event on another computer (equipped with a dongle)
Or to create a duplicate to secure your work.

Restore :  
The reverse operation of the Save
 This action is only possible if there are no open event 
You use it to reload an event in SkiAlp-Pro

Delete :  
Deletes files from an event from your laptop.
This action is only possible if there are no open event 
Be careful this action is irreversible

Exit : 
In some cases, you have to go from one test to another.
In this case you must close the event you worked on before opening another event with this command. 



8 -  Parameters  

This menu  Parameters  is only accessible if an event is open.

Event type

Restore access to the Event Type window to make any changes.
 Restore access to the Event Type window to make any changes.

The description of the use has been given in paragraph 7

General Parameters :

Restore access to the window  General Parameters  to make changes.
The description of the use has been given in paragraph 7

Header :

Opens the window  Header ,  in this window you enter the data of your event

The points to comment are :

 Competition Jury 

 by default the titles and any information that follows will be present on the prints

To not print , click on   which will the become .

 Run x/y  displays the run number corresponding to the following information

 and  display the data of one run to the other. 
    

Course  allows to enter the information of the event's course. 
You can load a course by clicking on the folder (if you previously downloaded the course list)
You can also manually enter the information                                                                                    

 Copy  copy in the clipboard the data of the run.

 Paste  Paste the data contained in the clipboard in another run.

 Coursesetter  Allows to enter the name of the coursesetter

 Forerunners  Allows to enter the name of the forerunners

 Competition Jury, Coursesetter, Forerunners  may be loaded from the list linked to the event by clicking in the Code box next to the 
desired person and then pressing the F1 key.



Printing parameters :

Opens the window   Printing parameters , in this window you can adapt the print out aspects.

The points to comment are :

Tab   Printing 

 Fonts 

 Title 1 ,  Title 2 ,  Document title and  Foot of page .
 Allows you to set the font and character size for each information mentioned

 Tab 

 Labels   and  Lines .
You enter the font and the font size for each information mentioned in tabs : 

  or  validates or invalidates the automatic diminution of characters if a variable is too long for 
the allocated space.  

 Display  

 Show as table   or  : Validates or invalidates the printing of lines and columns in tables.

 Grayed rows   or  : Validates or invalidates the printing of alternating white or gray colored 
printing of the lines of tables.

 Leve of gray  :  For each grayscale line grayscale are from 0 white to 100 black

 Margins  : In this paragraph, set the layout of your prints

 Logos 

You can add up to 8 logos on the print outs
 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6  , 7  and  8 .
You load the logo files from your pc.

 

 or    Display the logos on the first page only .

 Logo positions  : Once you have loaded the logos, you can place and dimension them on the page.

 Signatures  : It is necessary before to have digitalized the signatures of concerned people.
The window allows 4 lines, you enter the title of the person and the image of his signature.
This table can be used for the print outs.

Tab  Html 

In this windows you define the aspect of the HTML pages (for the Web)

 General  : For the page and the texts

 Table  : For the tables



9 - Competitors

Manage a competitor : with this menu you access the management of the competitors of an event.

New (F1) : 

Opens the window for entering the data of a new competitor.
You can access this form by clicking on the New menu (F1) or by pressing the F1 key on the keyboard.
In this window not all variables are accessible, to activate them you have to click on Competitors fields.
You can enter competitors' bibs in this window.
But in general, bibs are assigned when creating the start list, in the menu  Bibs   

.

Modify (F2) :

Select with one click a competitor in the list.

Then in one click on Modifyer (F2) or in pressing F2 on the keyboard to the competitor form to be modified.

Delete :

Select with one clidk a competitor in the list.
In clicking Delete, a confirmation window appears.

Delete competitors :

This menu allows to select a group of competitors with up to 3 criterias and then to delete them.
With one click on delete competitors you access to the filter definition window.



Fields and criteria

In this window you define the characteristics of the group of competitors that you want to delete from your list.

i.e in the above windoe we want to delete the competitors :
Line 1 : From Bib 'enter the smallest bib no' to Bib 'enter the highest bib '
Line 2 : whose name is equal to 'enter competitor's name'  

By clicking on the zone  is equal to  you can change to begins with characters ,  is different 
 from  …

Line 3 : who have the following giant slalom points from 'enter the minimum points' to 'enter the 
maximum points'

  
For these 3 critera, you can select how they must be applied.

 and  change from  All criteria must be respected and  at least one of these criteria must be  
 respected 

Competitors fields :

You noticed that the competitor entry form has some variables which are not accessible .
This menu allows for activation or deactivation of the data fields of the competitor entry form. 

  On this line, the entry is possible for this information

 This variable is not usable and can not be entered

 This information is compulsory for the management of your event, it can not be deactivated

 The information of this line is not enterable for the type of event you have selectes.

By double clicking on each text line of the column Title  you can adapt the text of this field as you wish. 
The variables  Others  are particulary intended for this purpose.



Import from 

A federation file 

Chapter 6 -Downloads you have seen how to download competitor lists from different servers.
From this menu you can import competitors from previously loaded lists such as from a federal list.
A window opens, double click on a list that you have already loaded

 Search  

 Last Name   : You can search directly for an equivalent character string in the chosen list.
You have a search box by criteria.
You can modify the search criterion (in example code) by other criteria : Gender, Year, Nation, Club …
Then in the input box choose the criterion
This makes it possible to make a selection among all the competitors contained in the list.

Selected competitor     : You select a competitor whose line has been highlighted by a click
All :  you import all selected competitors into your event

Another event 

The program asks to choose the event where the competitors to register are.
The program presents the list of competitors present in this event.
You find the same operation as for import from a federation file

A file 
Let's take an example.
On a spreadsheet you have entered the competitors for your test.

You can :

Either create a backup file or a TXT file
Either select the data from your table and make a copy in the clipboard (Ctrl + C)
Let's choose this way of proceeding..

Click on a file.
 File 

 Paste .

  



 Format 

 File Format  : In computer science the characters are coded according different standards.
You must select the coding corresponding to your file.

 Field separator  :  The different variables can be separated by different characters.
You choose the separator used in your file

 Field delimiter   or  : You validate if it is necessary to use.

 Header Lines : Each column of our sample file contains a title for each column.
The first line of data does not correspond to a competitor.
In this case, entering 1 for Header Lines the program ignores this first line..

 Data matching 

You have then to define what data are written in the columns.
Select a column by clicking on it.
Indicate in  Fields  what the column corresponds to.
Repeat the procedure for all the columns you want to import.
For unnecessary columns leave Ignore Fields x in clicking on it 

Click on   Import  : The software indicates how many competitors will be imported , then 
click on Close .

Update from

A federation file : If you have prepared your event with an old federation file (which is no more valid) you can update it with this 
command

A file :  Same as above but from a file.

Format a field :  allows you to define for each information a systematic formatting 



Categories : 

Category grids : Although defined in a regulatory way, it is often necessary to modify them. 

 Insert a line 

 Delete a line

 and  To assign a category to a competitor the file is scanned from top to bottom
The first match found between a year of birth and the definition of a category defines the category of the competitor.
These two arrows are used to move the lines.

Print labels : 

 For race committees you have the opportunity to print labels for the draw.
This menu allows you to define the presentation of your labels

In  Preview (F1)  or in  Print (F2)  : The software proposes to publish the labels according to 3 levels of classification.

Edits

List of competitors andet List of competitors (points) :  allows the distribution of the list of competitors of your event.
This list may be edited with or without the race points of the competitors

For each edition, you can:
Make a screen preview.
Start a paper edition.
Export for a spreadsheet, a text file,
Post online, Send by e-mail,
Create an HTML file, a PDF file,
Make an FTP transfer.



10 - Bibs 

Assign bibs : Bib assignment: with this menu you access the assignment of bibs to the competitors of an event.
We have entered a list of competitors as an example.

On this window appears the list of competitors you have entered for the race.
 Now, the goal is to give each competitor a bib

For this click on  Selection    

Several possibilities to allocate bibs are proposed :

First method: Consist of distributing bibs directly from the list on the screen,
Competitors are listed in alphabetical order  
Delete a possible old assignment  Delete .
To assign bibs in this order of presentation, click directly on Assign ,
If you entered bibs when entering competitors, the list is already registered
If not, the software asks from which bib number you want to assign

Second method: According to competitors. The start list is established by classifying 3 competitor headings,
Delete a possible old assignment Delete .
To do this click on Selection  then on According to the competitors,
Let's take an example with this starting list:
The filter definition window appears

 

We want a start order with Women first then Men classified in reverse alphabetical order. 

 We create a filter to make two groups Women and Men

 New (F1)  creates a line for each filter.
The development of the line of a filter comprises 3 columns of 3 lines.
 We want to separate the Ladies from the Men the window should appear as follows :



You will notice when clicking on the button is equal to other conditions are proposed.

 or  select or deselect  if All criteria must be respected .  
 

 or  select or deselect if    At lease one criteria must be respected . 

Click on OK to validate your first filter Women,

Then you must do the same for Men.

 Now we have created two groups Women and Men.

 Modify  (F2)  allows for modifying each filter line.
You must first click on the line to be modified.

 Delete  delete a filter line.
You must first click on the line to be modified.

  Delete this list  delete the list of filters.

 Create the liste based on a competitor field  It is a fast procedure.
It applies for an event where the filter must include a lot of line for a single field.
As an example, we can imagine an event with many categories

 you move a pre-selected filter line up.
In our example if the Women line is higher than the Men's line the Womenn will start first.

  you move a pre-selected filter line down

 Sorting order   This entry box consists of three rows of two columns.
This part will allow us to order inside each group alphanumeric or inverse way 

We have met the conditions:
Women in reverse alphabetical order
Followed by Men's in reverse alphabetical order



 Assign  This menu will allow us to finish the start list by assigning the bibs.
The software asks you the number of first bib: We enter 10 and we validate.



Note : Double clicking and entering a number in the coloum Shift you can insert a Shift 
between the groups.

Thirt method : Assign bibs according to event ranking (example : qualification evnet).
Delete the possible previous assignment  Delete .
Click on   Selection  then According to event ranking, 
The competitors must be the same in the two events.
The software asks which event is the reference event.
Then you have to select a field to recognize the competitors (generally it is the Code).  
You may use a filter.
Then click on   Assign .

Fourth method: According to ski rules X best - draw
We define groups (Gender, Categories, ….)
For each group the bibs are assigned :

By draw for the x best on points.
Then in the points order.
Finally draw on the competitors without points.

To delete a possible previous assignment  Delete .
Let's take an example with our start list. We have Women and Men with and without points

. 
For this click on  Selection  then According to Ski Rules X Best - Draw, 
The Filter window appears .
We start to select the Women.



The software asks the number to take by draw (exemple 5)

Then click on   Assign  an enter the first Bib No of this group.

On this list we find only the Women
The 5 first draw
The following by points (non in this example)
The competitors without points by draw.

Repeat the process for the Men.
The start list is now finished.

Fifth Method : According to Ski rules    - X best reversed
We define groups ( par Gender, Category...)
For each group the bibs are assigned :

For the x best the assignment is done in the reverse order of the points.
Then in the points order.
Finally a draw for the competitors without points.

Delete a possible previous assignement  Delete .
Click on  Selection  then on  Accoring to ski rules – x best inversed
The rest is same as the previous paragraph :  According to ski rules – x best - Draw

 Sixth method : Draw
We define groups ( par Gender, Category...)
For each group the bibs are assigned by draw
Let's take an example.
Delete a possible previous assignement  Delete .
Click on   Selection  then - Draw.
We create a filter according to our needs.



Then click on   Assign  and enter the first bib number of the group

For the 6 methods of assignments, once the bibs have been assigned, you have the possibility to 
define « shifts » between the different groups 
This option can be useful in case of missing bibs
Just do a right mouse click on the line to which you want to insert a shift.

Validate the insertion in clicking on Insert a shift in the bib numbering.



11 - Timing

 Run x/y  with the buttons  and  you can select vous choisissez la manche sur laquelle vous aller travailler.
'x' is the run number concerned 'y' being the total number of runs in the event.

 Start List  in the software SkiAlp-Pro there are three steps to define the start list of a run in an event.
Competitors participating to an event are entered in the menu   Competitors.
The bibs are assigned to the competitor under  Bibs .   
The start list of a run is managed in the   Timing menu ,  Start List

   

 Options ,  Pepare with with competitors  
This menu lists your competitors with the bibs you have assigned.
This command is usually used for the first run

On this window the information or possibilities are  :

 Selection 

 Classified This information is the number of competitors in the list you entered in  Bibs .
In General, you do not need to modifiy it , but a modification is however possible in using  Filter  or the  Options .

 Filter  Although in general the start list corresponds to the assignment you have defined in  Bibs .
You can review, not the bib assignment , but the starting order.
To do this you have the possibility to create a filter.
Les pellets are   and   :

Red indicates that no filter is applied
Green indicates that a filter is going to be applied and indicates the total number of filters. 

 Selecte  indicates the number of competitors that have been selected by the filter.
To activate a filter, it must be opened with  X filters  and possibly be modified.
To deactivate a filter, you must click on   X filters  then delete the lines that make up the filter.

 Options 

 Selected  allows you to add the first x competitors of the raw list or each group from a filter.

 Bibo attention it is a 'Bibo' depending on the number and not the time, as for a traditionnal Bibo 
allows to reverse the bibs for :

  All : A number of bibs of each group from a filter.

   All : For all bibs in each group from a filter.

 Add next 
The list or list portion that you have created can be:

 saved by overwriting a first start list already created.

 saved by overwriting a first start list already created.



 Options ,  Prepare with competitors (Draw) .
The process is identical  Options ,  Prepare with bibs , but additionally with a dras in each filter group

 Options,  Prepare with the ranking of a run .

You must have chosen beforehand with the button and  the run '2/2'.
The software asks you from which run you want to prepare the starting list

The software displays : 

The 'Bibo' will be made according to the ranking of the first run.
If you have created a filter, the 'Bibo' will be applied to each group according to the net times.

 Options ,   Prepare with the ranking after a run
  

The process remains the same.
However the start list is made from the ranking of the selected run + the x previous runs. 



The software displays
 : 

If you have created a filter, the  'Bibo' will be applied to each group according the total times.

 Options ,  Prepre using another start list   

The process remains the same

The software displays : 

The start list will resume the start order from another run of this event.
The 'Bibo' will be based on bibs and not times, as for a traditional Bibo.
If you have created a filter, the 'Bibo' will be applied to each group based on the net times.

 Options ,   Prepare with event ranking   
The process remains the same but the start list resumes the ranking of another event. 
The reference event must be finished.
The reference event and the current event must have common competitors 
The software asks which field is used to denote the competitors.

, The competitors which are not common to both events do not have assigned bibs.

 Options ,  Prepare from a file 
You have entered the competitors in your event in  Competitors  and assigned bibs in  Bibs .
You have created a spreadsheet :

A file containing the bibs in the desired order in a column.
The entry of the start times is not used in this type of race.

 



You define how are formated the day times that you have entered.
To import your file you can   :

Either search the file with  .
Or select the zone corresponding to the start list on a spreadsheet, 

Copy (Ctrl + C).
Click on the button   Paste  

   You have then to define the title of the column or the starting order where the starting order is for each bib and where are 
the starting day times.  

To terminate you have the possibility to splet the list in using a filter.

 Options  Your start list has been created, it is possible : 
 To insert a free line in your start list.

You highlight a line in the start list and then click on  Options ,  Insert a line.
To delete a line.

You highlight a line of the list and you click on  Options ,  Delete a line .

 Options  Functionalities remain available to manage group of competitors.
 Insert a group of competitors 
 Move up a group of competitors 
 Delete a group of competitors 

 Options , Snow Seed  
The delegate can ask to select some competitors which are at the end of the start list so that they start first.
This process may be taken when it has snowed before the race. 
The following window allows to fullfill this rule.

 Options ,  Prepare with the start times
The entry of the start time of days is not used in this type of races.

 
 Options ,  Transfer the list to timing device .

This option is not used in these type of races

 Options ,  Delete the list  .Delete a list previously created.



 Timing  The software shows the timing window.

A Menus accessible from the timing window.
 Files 
 Competitors Management 

Opens the window  Competitors 

 Start List 
Opens the window Start List  in vizualisation mode only.

 Exit  
exits  Timing 

 Options 
 Software Parameters 

 Options 
 Timing options 

In this chapter are gathered the accessible preferences in SkiAlp-Pro.

 Forerunner numbers
You define a set of bibs for the forerunners.
In this way they will not appear on the rankings

 Quick Penalties 
 In this option, you can associate a key sequence with a time penalty value.
Once back in the timing window, to apply a penalty you must :
Click on a competitor (bib or name)
At the keypad press the key sequence corresponding to the desired penalty value

 Timing 
Here you find the timing data monitoring parameters.

 Ranking 
  Ranking  

These parameters are important 
 Display this ranking defines whether to display in the timing window or periphera software : 
The ranking of the run or of the event.

 Display this field adds a field (i.e category) to the name of the competitor.



Finally you have also the possibility to create a   Filter list.

 Display Pro / Live Pro  
This table defines the information that will be sent to Display-SkiAlp-Pro and Live-SkiAlp-
Pro.

 Mass start /  Predefined 
This menu is normally used for this type of event.

 Software parameters 
Opens the parameters of the timing devices used (in limited mode only).

 Scoreboard Parameters  
Opens in the parameters of the scoreboards used (in limited mode only).

 Display the timing device paper 
Displays or not the timing device paper (zone K).

  Display the scoreboard emulator  
Displays or not the scoreboard emulator (zone J).

 Information / Penalty 
First select a competitor in the timing window.
Then select this menu to visualize the parameters of a competitor.

B Quick access icons

 Access to the competitor management.

 Visualization of the start list.

 Displays the timing parameters.

 Opens the timing device parameters in limited mode only.

 Opens the scoreboard parameters in limited mode only.

The following icons are for the information to be sent to the scoreboards.

 stops the sending of data to the scoreboards

 sends the start list to the scoreboard instead of the timing data of the running competitor.

 sends the ranking list to the scoreboard instead of the timing data of the running competitor ourse.

 This function is active only if you click first in the  C or E window.
Upon receipt of a timing impulse, activates or deactivates the automatic assignment of the received TOD to the expected competitor

This function is identical to clicks on   or   in the window C or E.

To use the following icons you must first click in a line of the start or finish columns.

 Revalidates a line that has been unvalidated previously.

 Unvalidates a line, this line will no more be taken into account.
i.e , to put a competitor at start after a false start.

 Allows for adding manually a line TOD at start or finish.

To use the following icons, you must be in the window C or E.

 Moves the selected competitor to the top of the window.

 Moves the selected competitor to the bottom of the window .

To use the following icons you must previously click on the bib number in the window C, D, E or F.

 attributes the DNS (do not start) status to a selected competitor.



 attributes the DNF (do not finish) status to a selected competitor.

 attributes the DSQ(disqualified) status to a selected competitor.

 attributes the NSP(not permitted to start) status to a selected competitor.

To use this icon your must previously click on a bib number in the window E.

 deletes quickly a competitor in the liste of the expected competitors at the finish

 To use this icon your must previously click on a bib number in the window D or F

  search of a competitor number in one of the two columns. 

 Opens the search and visualization window and possibly of data entry for competitors.
  

The following icons are for the data to be sent to the software Video-SkiAlp-Pro or View-SkiAlp-Pro.

  Stops the sending of data to the software.

 Sends the start list to the software instead of the running time data of the competitor on course.

  Sends the ranking list to the software instead of the running time data of the competitor on course

C  In this column is displayed the expected competitor at start in the start list order.

In clicking on   or   you activate or deactivate the automatic assignment of an impulse (TOD) to a competitor.

You can modify the starting order with  or  , you must previously click in the zone C. 

D In this zone are displayed the starting times of the competitors.
The information are updated after each start. 
The last impulsed received are at the top of the column

In clicking on   or  you move from one icon to the other.

 Means that the line is valid.

 Means that the line is unvalid.

 Means that the line is abnormal , i.e that the competitor is already started.

E In this zone are displayes the competitors that are expectes at the finish.

In clicking on   or   you activate or deactivate the automatic assignment of a timing impulse (TOD) to a competitor number.

You can modify the finish order with   or  , you must previously click in the zone E. 

F  In this zone is presented the finish times of the competitors.
The information are updated after each finish time.
The last impulses are displayed at the top of the column.

In clicking on    or  you move from one icon to the other.

 Means that the line is valid .

 Means that the line is unvalid.

 Means that the line is abnormal , i.e that the competitor has already crossed the finish line before.

G Information on the current event.

When you enter in the timing window for the first time , you notice this  ,
The software waits for a timing impulse in order to synchronise itself.

Once a first timing impulse is received the software displays  .
The software takes the time of day of the timing device to synchronise itself. 
You must do this synchronisation before the start of the forerunners.

H History of the competitors who crossed the finish line.

I Live ranking of competitors.

J Scoreboard emulator

K Timing « paper stripe » 


